
 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Agenda 

May 26, 2015 
Administration Boardroom 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Mission Statement 

Bartlett Regional Hospital provides its community with quality, patient-centered care in a sustainable manner. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

I.  ROLL CALL            
 

II.  PUBLIC PARTICIPATION  
 

III.  SPECIAL ORDER OF BUSINESS 
A. Community Survey -  Bob Koenitzer (Pg. 3) 

 
IV.  APPROVAL OF MINUTES (Pg. 8) 

 
V.  OLD BUSINESS 

A. JEMA contract discussion 
B. Rural Demonstration Project 

 
VI.  NEW BUSINESS 

B. Board guidance – Dick Monkman (Pg. 14) 
C. Operating response to potential loss of Rural Demonstration Project  

 
VII.  COMMITTEE REPORTS:   

        
 A. STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS         

1. Executive Committee – No meeting held 

2. Finance Committee – Linda Thomas (Pg. 33) 

• Emergency purchase (Chiller) (ratification)  

3. Board Quality Committee – No meeting held 

4. Hospital Quality Council – Mark Johnson  

5. Planning Committee – No meeting held 

6. Bartlett Foundation – Linda Thomas  

7. Rainforest Recovery Center –No meeting held 

 B. AD HOC COMMITTEE REPORTS 
• CAMHU – update 

 
VIII.  MANAGEMENT REPORTS           

1. Chuck Bill, CEO  

  2.  Mila Cosgrove, HR Director 

  3.  Billy Gardner, CNO 

IX.  PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
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X.  EXECUTIVE SESSION  
1. Medical Staff report – Action (Pg. 39) 
2. Union negotiation update – Ms. Cosgrove 
3. Compliance report – Sara Parker (blue folder) 
4. Patient dashboards 2015 (blue folder) 

XIV.  JUNE BOARD CALENDAR (Pg. 42) 

XV.  BOARD COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS         

ADJOURNMENT                           
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Bartlett Regional Hospital 
Household  Opinion Survey 

2015
PREPARED FOR

Bartlett Regional Hospital

MARCH 2015

www.mcdowellgroup.net
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Executive Summary 

Bartlett Regional Hospital contracted with McDowell Group, a Juneau-based research and consulting firm, to 

survey Juneau and other Southeast Alaska residents to determine their opinions about Bartlett’s operations and 

services. This is the third survey in a series, following surveys in 2010 and 2012. The survey was conducted by 

telephone in January 2015 with 504 randomly selected residents of Juneau, Petersburg, Haines, Wrangell, 

Skagway, Hoonah, Angoon, Gustavus, and Pelican. Key findings from the survey are presented below.  

Overall Impression of Bartlett  

Respondents tended to give favorable ratings to their 

overall impression of Bartlett’s quality of care. Based 

on a 1-to-10 scale with 1 being very poor and 10 

being very good, Juneau residents gave an average 

rating of 7.6 out of 10, and other Southeast residents 

gave an average rating of 8.3 out of 10.  

Over half of respondents gave high ratings (8 to 10), 

including 56 percent of Juneau residents and 57 

percent of other Southeast respondents. Only 4 

percent of Juneau respondents and 3 percent of other 

Southeast respondents gave low (1 to 3) ratings. 

Ratings among Juneau residents increased from 7.4 in both 2010 and 2012 to 7.6 in 2015. Ratings among 

other Southeast residents rose to 8.3 in 2015, from 7.9 in 2010 and 7.7 in 2012. 

Bartlett Compared to Other Facilities  

Juneau respondents tended to rate Bartlett higher than other Southeast facilities, with 77 percent saying 

Bartlett’s quality of care is “better.” When comparing Bartlett to other Alaska facilities, respondents were most 

likely to say it is about the same, at 45 percent. When comparing Bartlett to facilities outside Alaska, respondents 

were most likely to say it is worse, at 58 percent. Juneau responses were very similar between 2012 and 2015.  

How Bartlett’s Quality of Care Compares to Other Facilities, 2015 
(Base: Juneau respondents) 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Don’t know and declined responses have been removed from the base.  

Average Rating of Bartlett’s Quality of 
Care on a 1-to-10 Scale, 2010, 2012, 2015
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Overall Satisfaction with Care at Bartlett  

Juneau respondents who had used Bartlett in the last five years were overwhelmingly satisfied with their care, 

with 89 percent either very satisfied or satisfied, and only 8 percent dissatisfied. (Other Southeast residents 

were also satisfied at 96 percent, although a much smaller portion had used Bartlett.) Juneau residents’ 

dissatisfaction rate declined for the second year in a row, from 12 percent in 2010, to 10 percent in 2012, to 8 

percent in 2015. 

Satisfaction with Care at Bartlett over Last Five Years, 2010, 2012, 2015 
(Base: Juneau respondents; used Bartlett in last five years) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Rows do not add to 100 percent due to don’t know and declined responses. 

Satisfaction with Specific Services 

When asked about specific services, Bartlett users again expressed a high degree of satisfaction. Among services 

with sample sizes of 25 or more respondents, the rate of satisfaction (satisfied plus very satisfied) ranged from 

81 percent for Sleep Lab to 97 percent for lab services. Satisfaction ratings for 2015 generally resembled those 

for 2012. In the few cases where ratings changed, small sample sizes preclude meaningful analysis. 

Satisfaction with Specific Services 
(Base: Used service in last five years; minimum sample of 25) 
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Importance of Developing New Services 

A new question in 2015 asked respondents to rate the importance of developing five different types of services 

at Bartlett: Cardiology, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services, Center for Women’s Health, 

Comprehensive Breast Care Center, and Gerontology. The service rated most important was cardiology, at 65 

percent very important. Other services were rated as about equivalently important, with between 46 and 53 

percent saying each was very important to develop at Bartlett. 

Importance of Developing New Services at Bartlett 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Rows do not add to 100 percent due to don’t know and declined responses. 
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Methodology 

Bartlett Regional Hospital contracted with McDowell Group to survey residents of Southeast Alaska to determine 

their attitudes and opinions about Bartlett’s operations and services. This is the third survey in this series, 

following surveys in 2010 and 2012. 

The survey was designed by the McDowell Group study team in cooperation with Bartlett staff. Survey fielding 

was conducted in January 2015. The survey was conducted by telephone and included both landline and cell 

numbers. A total of 504 residents of Southeast Alaska responded to the full survey, randomly selected within 

their communities. The numbers of people contacted within each community were based on the communities’ 

proportionate share of residents.  

The total sample has a maximum margin of error of ±4.4 percent at the 95 percent confidence level. The Juneau 

sample has a maximum margin of ±5.2 percent, and the other Southeast communities combined have a 

maximum margin of error of ±7.9 percent. 

Results are presented for total respondents, Juneau respondents, and other Southeast respondents, alongside 

responses from the 2010 and 2012 surveys. Survey results were also analyzed by age, gender, income, and 

whether respondents had used Bartlett in the last five years. Statistically significant differences by subgroup, 

and between years, are presented in the text.  

Survey content was essentially the same in 2015 compared to 2012, although the term “provider” was changed 

to “facility” in several questions.  

Throughout the report the “n=” in the tables refers to the number of respondents to that question. Percentages 

that do not add to 100 are due to rounding. 

Table 1. Sample Sizes by Community 

 Number of Respondents 

Juneau 350 

Other Southeast 154 

Petersburg 46 

Haines 36 

Wrangell 35 

Skagway 13 

Hoonah 11 

Angoon 6 

Gustavus 6 

Pelican 1 

Total 504 
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3260 Hospital Drive, Juneau, Alaska 99801 907.796.8900 www.bartletthospital.org 

 
Bartlett Regional Hospital 

Board of Directors 
Minutes 

April 28, 2015 
 

Called to order at  
 
Roll call 
 
Present 
Nancy Davis, Vice-President   Mary Borthwick, Secretary (by phone) 
Linda Thomas     Kristen Bomengen, Past President  
Lauree Morton     Brenda Knapp 
Mark Johnson 
 
Absent 
Bob Storer, President 
 
Others present 
Chuck Bill, CEO    Mila Cosgrove, HR 
Toni Petrie, Executive Assistant   Billy Gardner, CNO 
Alan Ulrich, CFO    Dr. Heine, COS 
Karen Crane, CBJ Liaison   Jane Sebens, CBJ Law 
Kendri Ceasar, Hospital attorney   
 
Public participation – None 
 
Ms. Thomas March 24th, March 30th, Mr. Johnson seconded.  They were approved as amended.  
 
OLD BUSINESS:  
Juneau Emergency Medical Associates “JEMA” – There was information included in the packet 
describing the changes to the JEMA contract.  This was included to help give the Board a chance 
to have a discussion on moving forward.  JEMA would like to take over their own coding/billing 
and not have Bartlett Regional Hospital “BRH” do it for them anymore.  The contract will come 
back to the Board as the details become clearer.   
 
Ms. Davis asked each of the Board members if they had any questions or concerns with the 
JEMA contract.   
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Mr. Bill said they have met with JEMA’s leadership and they are ok with delaying signing the 
contract until further review.  They signed an extension until December.   
 
Ms. Thomas said she talked with Dr. Peimann he told her it would be very helpful for them to 
have a written timeline as it moves forward for signing.  Ms. Thomas asked Mr. Bill to work with 
Dr. Peimann. 
  
Ms. Bomengen said it would be helpful to see things in a written summary form.   
 
Ms. Knapp said it makes sense for the hospital to move forward with the contract.   
 
Ms. Bomengen said it will be an impact on our community because we will be generating another 
bill aside from the one that comes from the hospital.  She wants this communicated well to the 
community so everyone knows what to expect.   
 
Ms. Crane reiterated Ms. Bomengen’s concern and said most people in the community don’t 
understand how the billing works at BRH and they don’t expect more than one bill when they 
come for services.   
 
Dr. Malter said it’s his impression this is the first time it’s been discussed at the Board level.  He 
wants to know if Administration is supportive of this.   
 
Mr. Bill said Administration is supportive of this and feels it will reduce our risk exposure to a 
certain degree.  At the same time, JEMA feels it will reduce their risk as well.  He doesn’t feel it 
will change the relationship with JEMA.   
 
Mr. Johnson would like it spelled out very clear on what to expect for how many bills a patient 
will get.   
 
Ms. Morton likes the idea of getting separate bills that define each service. 
 
Ms. Crane asked if JEMA were to have billing problems, would the responsibility rest solely with 
JEMA or could some of that bounce back on the hospital.  Ms. Sebens and Ms. Cesar said that’s a 
big piece they want to look at.   
 
Ms. Davis said it pleases her to know there are other hospitals that have the same arrangement as 
what JEMA wants to do.  She said it’s important to have continuity of services in our Emergency 
Department.  It’s important how we handle the transition and how well we communicate the 
change to the community.  Ms. Davis said if anyone thinks of anything they would like to discuss 
regarding the JEMA contract, to get in touch with Mr. Bill.  
   
Revised budget – Mr. Bill said the budget that went to the Assembly didn’t include the 
projections for the JEMA contract.  The revised budget now includes those numbers.  Mr. Bill 
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and Mr. Ulrich will be having a discussion with Mayor Sanford and Kim Kiefer, City Manager, 
tomorrow to look over the revisions.   
 
Ms. Thomas made a MOTION to approve the revised projected 2016 budget related to the 
JEMA contract as presented to CBJ.  Mr. Johnson seconded.  The motion passed by a roll call 
vote.  
 
Steris Sterilizers – This purchase was tabled at the March board meeting.  The staff went back to 
Steris and got a $37,000 price reduction and the purchase was moved forward.   
 
Ms. Thomas made a MOTION to ratify the purchase of the Steris Sterilizers in the amounts of 
$124,180 & $ 36,599 through Amerinet.  Ms. Bomengen seconded.  The motion passed.   
 
Hospitalist program – Mr. Bill said BRH has been talking about establishing a Hospitalist 
program for quite some time.  Mr. Bill and Mr. Ulrich updated the numbers from what was 
presented back in 2012 by Dr. Urata.  It’s possible the hospital could make a little money by 
doing this.  Mr. Bill’s recommendation is to move forward.  SEARHC said they would help fund 
the analysis because they would like to participate in the program.  Dr. Heine said a wide variety 
of the Medical Staff is in support of this program and he has seen this work well at other 
facilities.  Dr. Heine said there are a number of studies that show improved quality of care and 
lengths of stay.   
 
Ms. Bomengen said we have had a hard time recruiting and asked how optimistic are we that we 
will be able to recruit the physicians to staff the Hospitalist program.  Mr. Bill said he feels it will 
not be as hard for this as it’s an employed position.  He also noted there are a few physicians that 
have approached him that are interested and they are local, which would be his preference.   
 
Ms. Thomas said back in January 2013 the Board made a motion to approve the Hospitalist 
program.  She said the reason it didn’t happen was because of the cost.   
 
Ms. Bomengen made a MOTION to approve administration to move forward on the Hospitalist 
program.  Mr. Johnson seconded and it was approved by a roll call vote.  
 
COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
Executive Committee – Ms. Davis referenced the minutes that were included in the packet and 
would be happy to answer any questions. 
 
Finance Committee – Ms. Thomas reported the minutes are included in the packet. The Finance 
Committee approved the credit card policy that was presented.  She noted that Mr. Ulrich worked 
with CBJ and found that JP Morgan Chase was the best way to move forward with credit cards.  
The motion was to approve the policy and going with JP Morgan Chase.   
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Ms. Thomas made a MOTION to approve administration moving forward with JP Morgan 
Chase for the hospital credit cards as well as the credit card policy.  Ms. Bomengen seconded 
and the motion passed.   
 
Ms. Thomas made a MOTION to approve the Omnicell CSM software in the amount of 
$51,048.54, the histology equipment in the amount of $87,782 and for the full board to ratify 
the Omnicell Scanner in the amount of $30,486.06.  Ms. Bomengen seconded and the motion 
passed by a roll call vote.  
 
Mr. Ulrich gave the March financial report which was included in the packet. 
 
Board Quality Committee – Mr. Johnson reported the Board had its first meeting for the Board 
Quality Committee meeting.  Ms. Rogers will provide the organizational chart for all the different 
quality committees the hospital has.  Mr. Johnson said Mr. Storer wanted him to poll the Board to 
see if they wanted to have the quarterly quality reports done by the directors on a separate day so 
it doesn’t get rushed and people will have time for Q&A’s.  Also, discussed was best practices 
and what would be appropriate for the size of Juneau.   
 
Hospital Quality Council – Mr. Johnson reported this committee handles confidential 
information, so it’s difficult to report on.  Ms. Davis encouraged the Board if they had any 
questions or concerns to give them to Mr. Johnson. 
 
Planning Committee – Ms. Morton reported they met and discussed the purpose of the committee.  
They are thinking about making the meetings every other month, alternating with the Executive 
Committee.  Most of the meeting was going over the Focus and Execute Tool.  Ms. Morton said 
she was made aware that the CBJ requires the hospital to have a Facilities Committee.   
 
Bartlett Foundation – Ms. Thomas reported there was a three hour board retreat.  They have a 
new website and she encouraged everyone to look at it.  The Seafood Gala is moving forward. 
They are having it at the Elizabeth Peratrovich Hall.  Mr. Bill will bring forward a list of funding 
needs to the Foundation.  The gift shop has a better software system that helps keep better track 
of their inventory.  There were some changes to their mission statement.  There was an annual 
report that Ms. Thomas will provide the report at the May meeting.  
 
Rainforest Recovery Center – Mr. Bill reported that it had low attendance, but they discussed 
physician recruitment for psychiatry and the resignation of the RRC/MHU Director.  Ms. Watts 
attended and discussed population health management with integrating behavioral health on a 
primary care basis.   
 
CAMHU – Mr. Johnson said the McDowell Group has been working on the Gap Needs Analysis.  
In the meantime, Mr. Bill and Mr. Ulrich are working on developing a Business Model Analysis.  
Mr. Johnson said the Board CAMHU Committee will get together once the Needs Analysis is 
done.   
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Dr. Malter asked if we were optimistic to get information from behavioral health and Mental 
Health Trust.  Mr. Bill said we could ask them what they have learned in this process, but it goes 
above the scope of what we have asked them to do.   
 
Physician Recruitment -   Mr. Johnson reported the committee met last week.  The topics were 
the recruitment of an OB/GYN (there is a candidate that will join Dr. Wagoner’s clinic), 
Psychiatry, Pediatricians, General Surgery and the Hospitalist program.  Mr. Johnson would like 
to develop an ongoing plan for recruitment to look at where we were a few years ago, where we 
are now, and where we want to be moving forward.    
 
Mr. Johnson made a MOTION on behalf of the Physician Recruitment Committee to 
recommend the development of a recruitment plan for general surgery.  Ms. Knapp seconded 
and it was approved.   
 
MANAGEMENT REPORTS: 
Mr. Bill went over his management report (included in the packet).  He highlighted the luau event 
during hospital week on Thursday, May 14th.  The hospital wide employee survey has begun.  
The Medicaid Rural Demonstration Project is not moving forward at this point in time.  The 
Lobbyists are looking for other bills to attach it to.  It would cost the hospital $4 million dollars if 
it doesn’t go through.  Mr. Bill would like to start the dialogue with the Finance Committee to 
come up with a plan just in case.    
 
Medical Oncologist – Mr. Bill said we are working on developing a lease with Southeast 
Radiation Oncology for space to provide oncology services by Virginia Mason Medical Center.  
Mr. Bill said he sees this as an operational administrative move, but also has community impact 
as it will allow patients to get their treatments done in one place. 
 
SEARHC – Mr. Bill is continuing to find ways to collaborate with legal on our structure and 
SEARHC’s structure for providing biomedical needs and plant service’s needs.  SEARHC is 
looking closely at working with us on the Hospitalist program.   
 
Restructuring Behavioral Health – Mr. Bill said Ms. Brown resigned her position as the 
Behavioral Health Director.  We are going to recruit for an interim until we fill the position 
permanently.  Mr. Bill said we are going to look for a Chief Behavioral Health Officer.  This 
position would be a part of the Senior Leadership Team.  Mr. Bill said he would be changing 
Billy Gardner to a Chief Clinical Officer instead of a Chief Nursing Officer and Radiology, 
Dietary and LAB will start reporting to him.   
 
Mr. Gardner announced the Medical Staff pulled together a Nurse of the Year award and Laura 
Gregovich was chosen as the winner.  Mr. Gardner also announced that on Friday we are hosting 
the University of Alaska Southeast nurse graduation luncheon. 
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Ms. Morton made a MOTION to extend the meeting until 9:00 p.m. Ms. Bomengen seconded 
and it was approved.  
 
President’s report – Ms. Davis gave the report on Mr. Storer’s behalf.  She and Mr. Storer have 
been working together on agendas, the JEMA proposal information and working closely with the 
CEO. 
 
Dr. Heine went over the Medical Staff Rules and Regulations Provision of Care – CMS requires 
in writing if it’s observation or inpatient for billing purposes.  Ms. Bomengen asked for 
information on what the changes mean.  Mr. Bill offered to make this part of our Board 
education.   
 
Ms. Bomengen made a MOTION to approve the Medical Staff Rules and Regulations 
Provision of Care amendment.  Ms. Thomas seconded and the motion passed.  
 
Ms. Bomengen made a MOTION to go into executive session at 8:13 p.m., to discuss matters 
which are confidential by law (Credentialing report and Human Resource items).  Ms. Knapp 
seconded and the motion passed.  
 
Out of executive session at 8:59 p.m. 
 
Ms. Morton made a MOTION to extend the meeting until 10:00 p.m.  Mr. Johnson seconded 
and the motion passed. 
 
Ms. Bomengen made a MOTION to approve the Credentialing report.  Ms. Morton seconded 
and the motion passed. 
 
Ms. Morton made a MOTION to go into executive session at 9:02 p.m., to discuss matters 
which are confidential by law.  Mr. Johnson seconded and it was approved.  
 
Out of executive session at 9:37 p.m.  
 
 Mr. Johnson made a MOTION to approve a performance incentive for the CEO for his first 
year, in agreement with the terms of his employment agreement, in the amount of $8,000.  Ms. 
Knapp seconded and it was approved by a roll call vote.  
 
Adjourned at 9:40 p.m. 
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Practical Guidance for
Health Care Governing Boards

on Compliance Oversight

Practical Guidance for
Health Care Governing Boards

on Compliance Oversight

Office of Inspector General,
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

Association of Healthcare Internal Auditors

American Health Lawyers Association

Health Care Compliance Association
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About the Organizations
This educational resource was developed in collaboration between the 
Association of Healthcare Internal Auditors (AHIA), the American Health 
Lawyers Association (AHLA), the Health Care Compliance Association (HCCA), 
and the Office of Inspector General (OIG) of the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS).

AHIA is an international organization dedicated to the advancement of the 
health care internal auditing profession.  The AHLA is the Nation’s largest 
nonpartisan, educational organization devoted to legal issues in the health care 
field.  HCCA is a member-based, nonprofit organization serving compliance 
professionals throughout the health care field.  OIG’s mission is to protect the 
integrity of more than 100 HHS programs, including Medicare and Medicaid, as 
well as the health and welfare of program beneficiaries. 

The following individuals, representing these organizations,  served on the 
drafting task force for this document:

Katherine Matos, Senior Counsel, OIG, HHS

Felicia E. Heimer, Senior Counsel, OIG, HHS

Catherine A. Martin, Principal, Ober | Kaler (AHLA)

Robert R. Michalski, Chief Compliance Officer, 
Baylor Scott & White Health (AHIA)

Daniel Roach, General Counsel and Chief 
Compliance Officer, Optum360 (HCCA)

Sanford V. Teplitzky, Principal, Ober | Kaler (AHLA)

Published on April 20, 2015.

This document is intended to assist governing boards of health care organizations (Boards) to 
responsibly carry out their compliance plan oversight obligations under applicable laws.  This 
document is intended as guidance and should not be interpreted as setting any particular 
standards of conduct.  The authors recognize that each health care entity can, and should, take 
the necessary steps to ensure compliance with applicable Federal, State, and local law.  At the 
same time, the authors also recognize that there is no uniform approach to compliance.  No part 
of this document should be taken as the opinion of, or as legal or professional advice from, any 
of the authors or their respective agencies or organizations.
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1

Introduction

Previous guidance1 has consistently emphasized the need for Boards to be 

fully engaged in their oversight responsibility.  A critical element of effective 

oversight is the process of asking the right questions of management to 

determine the adequacy and effectiveness of the organization’s compliance 

program, as well as the performance of those who develop and execute that 

program, and to make compliance a responsibility for all levels of management.  

Given heightened industry and professional interest in governance and 

transparency issues, this document 

seeks to provide practical tips for 

Boards as they work to effectuate 

their oversight role of their 

organizations’ compliance with State 

and Federal laws that regulate the 

health care industry.  Specifically, 

this document addresses issues 

relating to a Board’s oversight and 

review of compliance program functions, including the:  (1) roles of, and 

relationships between, the organization’s audit, compliance, and legal 

departments; (2) mechanism and process for issue-reporting within an 

organization; (3) approach to identifying regulatory risk; and (4) methods of 

encouraging enterprise-wide accountability for achievement of compliance goals 

and objectives.

1  OIG and AHLA, Corporate Responsibility and Corporate Compliance: A Resource for Health Care 
Boards of Directors (2003); OIG and AHLA, An Integrated Approach to Corporate Compliance: A Resource 
for Health Care Organization Boards of Directors (2004); and OIG and AHLA, Corporate Responsibility and 
Health Care Quality: A Resource for Health Care Boards of Directors (2007).

A critical element of 
effective oversight is 
the process of asking 

the right questions....
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2

Expectations for Board Oversight of 
Compliance Program Functions

A Board must act in good faith in the exercise of its oversight 

responsibility for its organization, including making inquiries to ensure:   

(1) a corporate information and reporting system exists and (2) the reporting 

system is adequate to assure the Board that appropriate information relating to 

compliance with applicable laws will come to its attention timely and as a matter 

of course.2  The existence of a corporate reporting system is a key compliance 

program element, which not only keeps the Board informed of the activities of 

the organization, but also enables an organization to evaluate and respond to 

issues of potentially illegal or otherwise inappropriate activity.  

Boards are encouraged to use widely recognized public compliance 

resources as benchmarks for their organizations.  The Federal Sentencing 

Guidelines (Guidelines),3 OIG’s voluntary compliance program guidance 

documents,4 and OIG Corporate Integrity Agreements (CIAs) can be used as 

baseline assessment tools for Boards and management in determining what 

specific functions may be necessary to meet the requirements of an effective 

compliance program.  The Guidelines “offer incentives to organizations to reduce 

and ultimately eliminate criminal conduct by providing a structural foundation 

from which an organization may self-police its own conduct through an effective 

compliance and ethics program.”5  The compliance program guidance documents 

were developed by OIG to encourage the development and use of internal 

controls to monitor adherence to applicable statutes, regulations, and program 

requirements.  CIAs impose specific structural and reporting requirements to 

2  In re Caremark Int’l, Inc. Derivative Litig., 698 A.2d 959 (Del. Ch. 1996).

3  U.S. Sentencing Commission, Guidelines Manual (Nov. 2013) (USSG),  

http://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/guidelines-manual/2013/manual-pdf/2013_Guidelines_

Manual_Full.pdf.

4  OIG, Compliance Guidance,  

http://oig.hhs.gov/compliance/compliance-guidance/index.asp.

5  USSG Ch. 8, Intro. Comment.
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3

promote compliance with Federal health care program standards at entities that 

have resolved fraud allegations.

Basic CIA elements mirror those in the Guidelines, but a CIA also includes 

obligations tailored to the organization and its compliance risks.  Existing CIAs 

may be helpful resources for Boards seeking to evaluate their organizations’ 

compliance programs.  OIG has required some settling entities, such as health 

systems and hospitals, to agree to 

Board-level requirements, including 

annual resolutions.  These 

resolutions are signed by each 

member of the Board, or the 

designated Board committee, and 

detail the activities that have been 

undertaken to review and oversee 

the organization’s compliance with 

Federal health care program and  

CIA requirements.  OIG has not 

required this level of Board involvement in every case, but these provisions 

demonstrate the importance placed on Board oversight in cases OIG believes 

reflect serious compliance failures. 

Although compliance program design is not a “one size fits all” issue, 

Boards are expected to put forth a meaningful effort to review the adequacy 

of existing compliance systems and functions.  Ensuring that management is 

aware of the Guidelines, compliance program guidance, and relevant CIAs is a 

good first step.

One area of inquiry for Board members of health care organizations 

should be the scope and adequacy of the compliance program in light of the 

size and complexity of their organizations.  The Guidelines allow for variation 

according to “the size of the organization.”6  In accordance with the Guidelines, 

6 USSG § 8B2.1, comment. (n. 2).

Although compliance 
program design is 
not a “one size fits 

all” issue, Boards are 
expected to put forth 

a meaningful effort....
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OIG recognizes that the design of a compliance program will depend on the 

size and resources of the organization.7  Additionally, the complexity of the 

organization will likely dictate the nature and magnitude of regulatory impact 

and thereby the nature and skill set of resources needed to manage and 

monitor compliance.

While smaller or less complex organizations must demonstrate the 

same degree of commitment to ethical conduct and compliance as larger 

organizations, the Government recognizes that they may meet the Guidelines 

requirements with less formality and fewer resources than would be expected 

of larger and more complex organizations.8  Smaller organizations may meet 

their compliance responsibility by “using available personnel, rather than 

employing separate staff, to carry out the compliance and ethics program.”  

Board members of such organizations may wish to evaluate whether the 

organization is “modeling its own compliance and ethics programs on existing, 

well-regarded compliance and ethics programs and best practices of other 

similar organizations.”9  The Guidelines also foresee that Boards of smaller 

organizations may need to become more involved in the organizations’ 

compliance and ethics efforts than their larger counterparts.10 

Boards should develop a formal plan to stay abreast of the ever-changing 

regulatory landscape and operating environment.  The plan may involve periodic 

updates from informed staff or review of regulatory resources made available to 

them by staff.  With an understanding of the dynamic regulatory environment, 

Boards will be in a position to ask more pertinent questions of management 

7 Compliance Program for Individual and Small Group Physician Practices, 65 Fed. Reg. 59434, 59436 
(Oct. 5, 2000) (“The extent of implementation [of the seven components of a voluntary compliance 
program] will depend on the size and resources of the practice.  Smaller physician practices may 
incorporate each of the components in a manner that best suits the practice.  By contrast, larger 
physician practices often have the means to incorporate the components in a more systematic manner.”); 
Compliance Program Guidance for Nursing Facilities, 65 Fed. Reg. 14,289 (Mar. 16, 2000) (recognizing that 
smaller providers may not be able to outsource their screening process or afford to maintain a telephone 
hotline).

8 USSG § 8B2.1, comment. (n. 2).

9 Id.

10  Id. 
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and make informed strategic decisions regarding the organizations’ compliance 

programs, including matters that relate to funding and resource allocation.  

For instance, new standards and reporting requirements, as required by 

law, may, but do not necessarily, result in increased compliance costs for an 

organization.  Board members may also wish to take advantage of outside 

educational programs that provide them with opportunities to develop a better 

understanding of industry risks, regulatory requirements, and how effective 

compliance and ethics programs operate.  In addition, Boards may want 

management to create a formal education calendar that ensures that Board 

members are periodically educated on the organizations’ highest risks.  

Finally, a Board can raise its level of substantive expertise with respect 

to regulatory and compliance matters by adding to the Board, or periodically 

consulting with, an experienced regulatory, compliance, or legal professional.  

The presence of a professional with health care compliance expertise on 

the Board sends a strong message about the organization’s commitment 

to compliance, provides a valuable resource to other Board members, and 

helps the Board better fulfill its oversight obligations.  Board members are 

generally entitled to rely on the advice of experts in fulfilling their duties.11  

OIG sometimes requires entities under a CIA to retain an expert in compliance 

or governance issues to assist the Board in fulfilling its responsibilities under 

the CIA.12  Experts can assist Boards and management in a variety of ways, 

including the identification of risk areas, provision of insight into best practices 

in governance, or consultation on other substantive or investigative matters.   

11 See Del Code Ann. tit. 8, § 141(e) (2010); ABA Revised Model Business Corporation Act, §§ 8.30(e), 
(f)(2) Standards of Conduct for Directors.

12 See Corporate Integrity Agreements between OIG and Halifax Hospital Medical Center and Halifax 
Staffing, Inc. (2014, compliance and governance); Johnson & Johnson (2013); Dallas County Hospital 
District d/b/a Parkland Health and Hospital System (2013, compliance and governance);  Forest 
Laboratories, Inc. (2010); Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation (2010);  Ortho-McNeil-Janssen 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (2010); Synthes, Inc. (2010, compliance expert retained by Audit Committee); 
The University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey (2009, compliance expert retained by Audit 
Committee); Quest Diagnostics Incorporated (2009); Amerigroup Corporation (2008); Bayer HealthCare 
LLC (2008); and Tenet Healthcare Corporation (2006; retained by the Quality, Compliance, and Ethics 
Committee of the Board).
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Roles and Relationships

Organizations should define the interrelationship of the audit, compliance, 

and legal functions in charters or other organizational documents.  The 

structure, reporting relationships, and interaction of these and other functions 

(e.g., quality, risk management, and human resources) should be included as 

departmental roles and responsibilities are defined.  One approach is for the 

charters to draw functional boundaries while also setting an expectation of 

cooperation and collaboration among those functions.  One illustration is the 

following, recognizing that not all entities may possess sufficient resources to 

support this structure:

The compliance function promotes the prevention, detection, and 

resolution of actions that do not conform to legal, policy, or business 

standards.  This responsibility includes the obligation to develop 

policies and procedures that provide employees guidance, the creation 

of incentives to promote employee compliance, the development of 

plans to improve or sustain compliance, the development of metrics to 

measure execution (particularly by management) of the program and 

implementation of corrective actions, and the development of reports 

and dashboards that help management and the Board evaluate the 

effectiveness of the program.

The legal function advises the organization on the legal and 

regulatory risks of its business strategies, providing advice and counsel 

to management and the Board about relevant laws and regulations that 

govern, relate to, or impact the organization.  The function also defends 

the organization in legal proceedings and initiates legal proceedings 

against other parties if such action is warranted.

The internal audit function provides an objective evaluation of 

the existing risk and internal control systems and framework within an 

organization.  Internal audits ensure monitoring functions are working as 

intended and identify where management monitoring and/or additional 
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Board oversight may be required.  Internal audit helps management (and 

the compliance function) develop actions to enhance internal controls, 

reduce risk to the organization, and promote more effective and efficient 

use of resources.  Internal audit can fulfill the auditing requirements of 

the Guidelines.

The human resources function manages the recruiting, screening, 

and hiring of employees; coordinates employee benefits; and provides 

employee training and development opportunities.  

The quality improvement function promotes consistent, safe, and 

high quality practices within health care organizations.  This function 

improves efficiency and health outcomes by measuring and reporting 

on quality outcomes and recommends necessary changes to clinical 

processes to management and the Board.  Quality improvement is 

critical to maintaining patient-centered care and helping the organization 

minimize risk of patient harm.

Boards should be aware of, and evaluate, the adequacy, independence,13 

and performance of different functions within an organization on a periodic 

basis.  OIG believes an organization’s Compliance Officer should neither be 

counsel for the provider, nor be subordinate in function or position to counsel 

or the legal department, in any manner.14  While independent, an organization’s 

counsel and compliance officer should collaborate to further the interests  

of the organization.  OIG’s position on separate compliance and legal functions 

reflects the independent roles and professional obligations of each function;15 

13 Evaluation of independence typically includes assessing whether the function has uninhibited access 
to the relevant Board committees, is free from organizational bias through an appropriate administrative 
reporting relationship, and receives fair compensation adjustments based on input from any relevant Board 
committee.

14 See OIG and AHLA, An Integrated Approach to Corporate Compliance: A Resource for Health Care 
Organization Boards of Directors, 3 (2004) (citing Compliance Program Guidance for Hospitals, 63 Fed. 
Reg. 8,987, 8,997 (Feb. 23, 1998)).

15 See, generally, id.
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the same is true for internal audit.16  To operate effectively, the compliance, 

legal, and internal audit functions should have access to appropriate 

and relevant corporate information and resources.  As part of this effort, 

organizations will need to balance any existing attorney-client privilege with 

the goal of providing such access to key individuals who are charged with 

the responsibility for ensuring compliance, as well as properly reporting and 

remediating any violations of civil, criminal, or administrative law.

The Board should have a process to ensure appropriate access to 

information; this process may be set forth in a formal charter document 

approved by the Audit Committee of the Board or in other appropriate 

documents.  Organizations that do not separate these functions (and some 

organizations may not have the resources to make this complete separation) 

should recognize the potential risks of such an arrangement.  To partially 

mitigate these potential risks, organizations should provide individuals serving 

in multiple roles the capability to execute each function in an independent 

manner when necessary, including through reporting opportunities with the 

Board and executive management.   

Boards should also evaluate and discuss how management works together 

to address risk, including the role of each in:

1. identifying compliance risks,

2. investigating compliance risks and avoiding  
duplication of effort,

3. identifying and implementing appropriate  
corrective actions and decision-making, and

4. communicating between the various  
functions throughout the process.

16 Compliance Program Guidance for Hospitals, 63 Fed. Reg. 8,987, 8,997 (Feb. 23, 1998) (auditing and 
monitoring function should “[b]e independent of physicians and line management”); Compliance Program 
Guidance for Home Health Agencies, 63 Fed. Reg. 42,410, 42,424 (Aug. 7, 1998) (auditing and monitoring 
function should “[b]e objective and independent of line management to the extent reasonably possible”); 
Compliance Program Guidance for Nursing Facilities, 65 Fed. Reg. 14,289, 14,302 (Mar. 16, 2000).
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Boards should understand how management approaches conflicts or 

disagreements with respect to the resolution of compliance issues and how 

it decides on the appropriate course of action.  The audit, compliance, and 

legal functions should speak a common language, at least to the Board and 

management, with respect to governance concepts, such as accountability, 

risk, compliance, auditing, and monitoring.  Agreeing on the adoption of certain 

frameworks and definitions can help to develop such a common language.

Reporting to the Board

The Board should set and enforce expectations for receiving particular 

types of compliance-related information from various members of management.  

The Board should receive regular 

reports regarding the organization’s 

risk mitigation and compliance 

efforts—separately and 

independently—from a variety of key 

players, including those responsible for 

audit, compliance, human resources, 

legal, quality, and information 

technology.  By engaging the 

leadership team and others deeper  

in the organization, the Board can 

identify who can provide relevant 

information about operations and operational risks.  It may be helpful and 

productive for the Board to establish clear expectations for members of the 

management team and to hold them accountable for performing and informing 

the Board in accordance with those expectations.  The Board may request the 

development of objective scorecards that measure how well management is 

executing the compliance program, mitigating risks, and implementing 

corrective action plans.  Expectations could also include reporting information 

on internal and external investigations, serious issues raised in internal and 

external audits, hotline call activity, all allegations of material fraud or senior 

management misconduct, and all management exceptions to the organization’s 

The Board should 
receive regular 

reports regarding 
the organization’s 

risk mitigation and 
compliance efforts....
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code of conduct and/or expense reimbursement policy.  In addition, the Board 

should expect that management will address significant regulatory changes and 

enforcement events relevant to the organization’s business.

Boards of health care organizations should receive compliance and risk-

related information in a format sufficient to satisfy the interests or concerns 

of their members and to fit their capacity to review that information.  Some 

Boards use tools such as dashboards—containing key financial, operational and 

compliance indicators to assess risk, performance against budgets, strategic 

plans, policies and procedures, or other goals and objectives—in order to strike 

a balance between too much and too little information.  For instance, Board 

quality committees can work with management to create the content of the 

dashboards with a goal of identifying and responding to risks and improving 

quality of care.  Boards should also consider establishing a risk-based reporting 

system, in which those responsible for the compliance function provide reports 

to the Board when certain risk-based criteria are met.  The Board should 

be assured that there are mechanisms in place to ensure timely reporting 

of suspected violations and to evaluate and implement remedial measures.  

These tools may also be used to track and identify trends in organizational 

performance against corrective action plans developed in response to 

compliance concerns.  Regular internal reviews that provide a Board with a 

snapshot of where the organization is, and where it may be going, in terms of 

compliance and quality improvement, should produce better compliance results 

and higher quality services. 

As part of its oversight responsibilities, the Board may want to consider 

conducting regular “executive sessions” (i.e., excluding senior management) 

with leadership from the compliance, legal, internal audit, and quality functions 

to encourage more open communication.  Scheduling regular executive sessions 

creates a continuous expectation of open dialogue, rather than calling such a 

session only when a problem arises, and is helpful to avoid suspicion among 

management about why a special executive session is being called. 
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Identifying and Auditing 
Potential Risk Areas

Some regulatory risk areas are common to all health care providers.  

Compliance in health care requires monitoring of activities that are highly 

vulnerable to fraud or other violations.  Areas of particular interest include 

referral relationships and arrangements, billing problems (e.g., upcoding, 

submitting claims for services not rendered and/or medically unnecessary 

services), privacy breaches, and quality-related events.

The Board should ensure that 

management and the Board have 

strong processes for identifying risk 

areas.  Risk areas may be identified 

from internal or external information 

sources.  For instance, Boards and 

management may identify regulatory 

risks from internal sources, such 

as employee reports to an internal 

compliance hotline or internal audits.  

External sources that may be used to 

identify regulatory risks might include 

professional organization publications, OIG-issued guidance, consultants, 

competitors, or news media.  When failures or problems in similar organizations 

are publicized, Board members should ask their own management teams 

whether there are controls and processes in place to reduce the risk of, and to 

identify, similar misconduct or issues within their organizations.

The Board should ensure that management consistently reviews and 

audits risk areas, as well as develops, implements, and monitors corrective 

action plans.  One of the reasonable steps an organization is expected to take 
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under the Guidelines is “monitoring and auditing to detect criminal conduct.”17  

Audits can pinpoint potential risk factors, identify regulatory or compliance 

problems, or confirm the effectiveness of compliance controls.  Audit results 

that reflect compliance issues or control deficiencies should be accompanied by 

corrective action plans.18  

Recent industry trends should also be considered when designing risk 

assessment plans.  Compliance functions tasked with monitoring new areas 

of risk should take into account the increasing emphasis on quality, industry 

consolidation, and changes in insurance coverage and reimbursement.  New 

forms of reimbursement (e.g., value-based purchasing, bundling of services 

for a single payment, and global payments for maintaining and improving the 

health of individual patients and even entire populations) lead to new incentives 

and compliance risks.  Payment policies that align payment with quality 

care have placed increasing pressure to conform to recommended quality 

guidelines and improve quality outcomes.  New payment models have also 

incentivized consolidation among health care providers and more employment 

and contractual relationships (e.g., between hospitals and physicians).  In 

light of the fact that statutes applicable to provider-physician relationships are 

very broad, Boards of entities that have financial relationships with referral 

sources or recipients should ask how their organizations are reviewing these 

arrangements for compliance with the physician self-referral (Stark) and anti-

kickback laws.  There should also be a clear understanding between the Board 

and management as to how the entity will approach and implement those 

relationships and what level of risk is acceptable in such arrangements.  

Emerging trends in the health care industry to increase transparency can 

present health care organizations with opportunities and risks.  For example, 

the Government is collecting and publishing data on health outcomes and 

quality measures (e.g., Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Quality 

Compare Measures), Medicare payment data are now publicly available (e.g., 

17 See USSG § 8B2.1(b)(5).

18 See USSG § 8B2.1(c).
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CMS physician payment data), and the Sunshine Rule19 offers public access to 

data on payments from the pharmaceutical and device industries to physicians.  

Boards should consider all beneficial use of this newly available information.  For 

example, Boards may choose to compare accessible data against organizational 

peers and incorporate national benchmarks when assessing organizational risk 

and compliance.  Also, Boards of organizations that employ physicians should 

be cognizant of the relationships that exist between their employees and other 

health care entities and whether those relationships could have an impact on 

such matters as clinical and research decision-making.  Because so much more 

information is becoming public, Boards may be asked significant compliance-

oriented questions by various stakeholders, including patients, employees, 

government officials, donors, the media, and whistleblowers.   

Encouraging Accountability 
and Compliance

Compliance is an enterprise-wide responsibility.  While audit, compliance, 

and legal functions serve as advisors, evaluators, identifiers, and monitors of 

risk and compliance, it is the responsibility of the entire organization to execute 

the compliance program.  

In an effort to support the concept 

that compliance is “a way of life,” a Board 

may assess employee performance in 

promoting and adhering to compliance.20  An 

organization may assess individual, department, or facility-level performance 

or consistency in executing the compliance program.  These assessments 

can then be used to either withhold incentives or to provide bonuses 

19 See Sunshine Rule, 42 C.F.R. § 403.904, and CMS Open Payments,  

http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/National-Physician-Payment-Transparency-

Program/index.html.

20 Compliance Program Guidance for Nursing Facilities, 65 Fed. Reg. 14,289, 14,298-14,299 (Mar. 16, 
2000).

Compliance is an 
enterprise-wide 

responsiblity.
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based on compliance and quality outcomes.  Some companies have made 

participation in annual incentive programs contingent on satisfactorily meeting 

annual compliance goals.  Others have instituted employee and executive 

compensation claw-back/recoupment provisions if compliance metrics are 

not met.  Such approaches mirror Government trends.  For example, OIG is 

increasingly requiring certifications of compliance from managers outside the 

compliance department.  Through a system of defined compliance goals and 

objectives against which performance may be measured and incentivized, 

organizations can effectively communicate the message that everyone is 

ultimately responsible for compliance.  

Governing Boards have multiple incentives to build compliance programs 

that encourage self-identification of compliance failures and to voluntarily 

disclose such failures to the Government.  For instance, providers enrolled 

in Medicare or Medicaid are required by statute to report and refund any 

overpayments under what is called the 60 Day Rule.21  The 60-Day Rule requires 

all Medicare and Medicaid participating providers and suppliers to report and 

refund known overpayments within 60 days from the date the overpayment is 

“identified” or within 60 days of the date when any corresponding cost report 

is due.  Failure to follow the 60-Day Rule can result in False Claims Act or 

civil monetary penalty liability.  The final regulations, when released, should 

provide additional guidance and clarity as to what it means to “identify” an 

overpayment.22  However, as an example, a Board would be well served by 

asking management about its efforts to develop policies for identifying and 

returning overpayments.  Such an inquiry would inform the Board about how 

proactive the organization’s compliance program may be in correcting and 

remediating compliance issues. 

21 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7k.

22 Medicare Program; Reporting and Returning of Overpayments, 77 Fed. Reg. 9179, 9182 (Feb. 
16, 2012) (Under the proposed regulations interpreting this statutory requirement, an overpayment 
is “identified” when a person “has actual knowledge of the existence of the overpayment or acts in 
reckless disregard or deliberate ignorance of the overpayment.”) disregard or deliberate ignorance of the 
overpayment.”); Medicare Program; Reporting and Returning of Overpayments; Extensions of Timeline for 
Publication of the Final Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. 8247 (Feb. 17, 2015).
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Organizations that discover a violation of law often engage in an internal 

analysis of the benefits and costs of disclosing—and risks of failing to disclose—

such violation to OIG and/or another governmental agency.  Organizations 

that are proactive in self-disclosing issues under OIG’s Self-Disclosure Protocol 

realize certain benefits, such as (1) faster resolution of the case—the average 

OIG self-disclosure is resolved in less than one year; (2) lower payment—OIG 

settles most self-disclosure cases for 1.5 times damages rather than for double 

or treble damages and penalties available under the False Claims Act; and 

(3) exclusion release as part of settlement with no CIA or other compliance 

obligations.23  OIG believes that providers have legal and ethical obligations to 

disclose known violations of law occurring within their organizations.24  Boards 

should ask management how it handles the identification of probable violations 

of law, including voluntary self-disclosure of such issues to the Government. 

As an extension of their oversight of reporting mechanisms and 

structures, Boards would also be well served by evaluating whether compliance 

systems and processes encourage effective communication across the 

organizations and whether employees feel confident that raising compliance 

concerns, questions, or complaints will result in meaningful inquiry without 

retaliation or retribution.  Further, the Board should request and receive 

sufficient information to evaluate the appropriateness of management’s 

responses to identified violations of the organization’s policies or Federal or 

State laws.  

Conclusion

A health care governing Board should make efforts to increase its 

knowledge of relevant and emerging regulatory risks, the role and functioning 

of the organization’s compliance program in the face of those risks, and 

the flow and elevation of reporting of potential issues and problems to 

23 See OIG, Self-Disclosure Information,  

http://oig.hhs.gov/compliance/self-disclosure-info.

24 See id., at 2 (“we believe that using the [Self-Disclosure Protocol] may mitigate potential exposure 
under section 1128J(d) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 1320a-7k(d).”)
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senior management.  A Board should also encourage a level of compliance 

accountability across the organization.  A Board may find that not every 

measure addressed in this document is appropriate for its organization, but 

every Board is responsible for ensuring that its organization complies with 

relevant Federal, State, and local laws.  The recommendations presented in this 

document are intended to assist Boards with the performance of those activities 

that are key to their compliance program oversight responsibilities.  Ultimately, 

compliance efforts are necessary to protect patients and public funds, but the 

form and manner of such efforts will always be dependent on the organization’s 

individual situation.
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Bartlett Regional Hospital 

April 2015 Financial Operating Summary 
 

Excess of expenses over revenues for April 2015 was a gain of $413,000 which was $943,000 better than the expected loss of $531,000.  In the ten 

months ending April 2015, BRH’s excess of revenues over expenses showed a gain of $2.4 million compared to the budget of $1.8 million.  When 

compared to the prior year, year-to-date April 2014 ($5.9 million), year-to-date 2015 excess of revenues over expenses is significantly lower as the 

prior year contractual allowances were under-stated.   

 

Total Patient Days: 

 In the hospital, in-patient days continued to exceed budget by 114 days (18%) in April and 974 days (13%) in the ten months.  The MedSurg 

patient days in April were 47 days (15%) higher than March patient days!  The other clinical departments – excepting Mental Health – recorded 

lower patient days in April against budget and when compared to March 2015 activity.  Mental Health unit’s April patient days (234) were 55% 

over budget with year-to-date 23% higher than budget. 

 In Rainforest, Patient Days were 109 (33%) under budget in April and cumulative Fiscal 2015 days were also under budget. 

 

Total Gross Patient Revenue for the month of April was $11.1 million which was $441,000 (4.1%) better than budget.  In the year-to-date period, Total 

Gross Patient Revenue was $413,000 (0.4%) over budgeted Total Gross Patient Revenue of $113,122,000.   

 

Contractual adjustments and bad debt expense decreased from 40.3% (March) to 34.4% (April) of gross revenue as the hospital’s accounts receivable 

reduced from $27.1 million to $25.8 million.  The reduction of Rainforest self-pay patient days impacted bad debt expenses.  In addition, Patient 

Financial Services referred $820,000 of self-pay receivables to Bartlett’s collection agency.  Bad debt expense in April totaled 0.7% of Total Gross 

Patient Revenue versus 5.86% in the year-to-date period.  In the ten months ending April 2015, contractual allowances and bad debt were 38.2% of 

gross revenues as compared to 38.6% in year-to-date March.   

 

Net patient revenue was $677,000 (10.2%) under budget in April and $1,031,000 (1.5%) over budget in the year-to-date period.   

 

Total Operating Expenses were $188,500 (2.6%) under budgeted expenses of $7.4 million in April and $1.0 million (1.5%) over budgeted operating 

expenses of $70,661,000 in the year-to-date period.  In April 2015: 

 

 April salary expenses ($3,089,000) dropped $209,000 from March 2014.  Year-to-date salaries and wages were $1.7 million over budget 

 Fee-Physician exceeded budget as Bartlett accrued $200,000 towards its possible liability to JEMA 

 Supply expenses were $187,000 under budget even though patient days exceeded budget 

 

Operating Cash was $30.8 million as of April 30, 2015 and Days Cash on Hand modestly decreased to from 202 to 201.  Net A/R Days improved 

(dropped) to from 68 (March) to 62 for (April) after good collections from insurers and the transfer of accounts to the collection agency. 
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BARTLETT REGIONAL HOSPITAL
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES
FOR THE MONTH AND YEAR TO DATE OF APRIL 2015

MTD MTD MTD MTD PRIOR YR YTD YTD YTD YTD PRIOR YTD PR YTD
ACTUAL BUDGET $ VAR % VAR MTD ACTUAL ACTUAL BUDGET $ VAR % VAR ACTUAL % VAR

Gross Patient Revenue:
1,994,869 1,460,562 534,307 36.60% 1,334,033 1 Inpatient Revenue - Routine 21,551,310 18,334,295 3,217,015 17.50% 16,745,990 22.30%
2,191,960 1,938,831 253,129 13.10% 1,720,571 2 Inpatient Revenue - Ancillary 22,132,784 23,464,939 -1,332,155 -5.70% 20,823,418 5.90%

------------ ------------ ---------- ------ --------------- ------------ ------------ ---------- ------- ------------ -------
4,186,829 3,399,393 787,436 23.20% 3,054,604 3 Total Inpatient Revenue 43,684,094 41,799,234 1,884,860 4.50% 37,569,408 14.00%

5,387,931 5,728,939 -341,008 -6.00% 5,377,861 4 Outpatient Revenue 53,507,286 54,459,051 -951,765 -1.70% 51,121,716 4.50%
------------ ------------ ---------- ------ --------------- ------------ ------------ ---------- ------- ------------ -------

9,574,760 9,128,332 446,428 4.90% 8,432,465 5 Total Patient Revenue - Hospital 97,191,380 96,258,285 933,095 1.00% 88,691,125 8.70%

234,836 355,476 -120,640 -33.90% 295,599 6 RRC Revenue 3,638,734 3,883,783 -245,049 -6.30% 3,580,963 1.60%
1,302,943 1,188,008 114,935 9.70% 1,103,063 7 Physician Revenue 12,704,681 12,979,762 -275,081 -2.10% 12,106,699 4.70%

------------ ------------ ---------- ------ --------------- ------------ ------------ ---------- ------- ------------ -------
11,112,539 10,671,816 440,723 4.10% 9,831,127 8 Total Gross Patient Revenue 113,534,795 113,121,830 412,965 0.40% 104,378,787 8.10%

------------ ------------ ---------- ------ --------------- ------------ ------------ ---------- ------- ------------ -------
Deductions from Revenue:

3,417,239 3,099,384 -317,855 -10.30% 1,298,376 9 Contractual adjustments 33,184,560 32,981,845 -202,715 -0.60% 26,772,889 -19.30%
0 0 0 0.00% 500,000 10 Prior year settlements 0 0 0 0.00% -940,933

22,521 12,656 -9,865 -77.90% 17,757 11 Other deductions 365,365 134,676 -230,689 -171.30% 130,032 -64.40%
307,651 229,719 -77,932 -33.90% 314,367 12 Charity care 3,170,145 2,444,538 -725,607 -29.70% 2,361,079 -25.50%

75,839 717,872 642,033 89.40% 197,919 13 Bad debt expense 6,651,466 7,639,180 987,714 12.90% 6,576,258 -1.10%
0.68% 6.73% 2.01% % Bad Debt / Total Gross Patient Revenue 5.86% 6.75% 6.30%

------------ ------------ ---------- ------ --------------- ------------ ------------ ---------- ------- ------------ -------
3,823,250 4,059,631 236,381 5.80% 2,328,418 14 Total deductions from revenue 43,371,535 43,200,239 -171,296 -0.40% 34,899,325 -19.50%

34.4% 38.0% 23.7% % Deductions / Total Gross Patient Revenue 38.2% 38.2% 33.4%
------------ ------------ ---------- ------ --------------- ------------ ------------ ---------- ------- ------------ -------

7,289,289 6,612,185 677,104 10.20% 7,502,709 15 Net patient revenue 70,163,260 69,921,591 241,669 0.30% 69,479,462 1.00%

156,400 109,759 46,641 42.50% 159,804 16 Other operating revenue 2,386,736 1,273,128 1,113,608 87.50% 2,770,223 -16.10%
------------ ------------ ---------- ------ --------------- ------------ ------------ ---------- ------- ------------ -------

7,445,689 6,721,944 723,745 10.80% 7,662,513 17 Total operating revenue 72,549,996 71,194,719 1,355,277 1.90% 72,249,685 0.40%

EXPENSES:
3,089,246 2,913,079 -176,167 -6.00% 2,866,279 18 Salaries and wages 30,599,269 28,705,723 -1,893,546 -6.60% 28,244,550 -7.70%
1,313,864 1,429,946 116,082 8.10% 1,200,784 19 Employee benefits 14,420,043 14,090,804 -329,239 -2.30% 12,990,720 -9.90%
4,403,110 4,343,025 4,067,063 Total Salaries and Benefits 45,019,312 42,796,527 41,235,270

59.1% 64.6% 53.1% % Salaries and Benefits / Total Operating Revenue 62.1% 60.1% 57.1%
778,516 546,216 -232,300 -42.50% 468,072 20 Fees - Physician 5,655,634 5,563,851 -91,783 -1.60% 4,767,862 -15.70%
348,207 452,589 104,382 23.10% 373,435 21 Fees - Other 3,149,921 3,200,188 50,268 1.60% 2,640,504 -16.20%
582,155 769,355 187,201 24.30% 747,756 22 Supplies 6,899,018 6,919,569 20,551 0.30% 6,725,307 -2.50%
148,839 172,046 23,207 13.50% 163,972 23 Utilities 1,383,445 1,813,317 429,872 23.70% 1,728,215 24.90%
170,059 239,037 68,978 28.90% 201,028 24 Repairs & maintenance 1,998,890 2,170,758 171,868 7.90% 1,825,587 -8.70%

33,333 34,013 680 2.00% 38,251 25 Rentals & leases 347,520 344,437 -3,083 -0.90% 387,347 11.50%
56,528 48,851 -7,677 -15.70% 45,017 26 Insurance 414,853 503,721 88,868 17.60% 464,182 11.90%

564,344 598,143 33,799 5.70% 581,573 27 Depreciation & amortization 5,696,417 5,917,341 220,924 3.70% 5,927,007 4.00%
56,950 76,648 19,698 25.70% 158,175 28 Interest expense 571,775 776,058 204,283 26.30% 1,601,516 180.10%
37,490 88,080 50,590 57.40% 54,206 29 Other expenses 554,895 655,225 100,331 15.30% 403,237 -27.30%

------------ ------------ ---------- ------ --------------- ------------ ------------ ---------- ------- ------------ -------
7,179,531 7,368,003 188,472 2.60% 6,898,548 30 Total expenses 71,691,677 70,660,992 -1,030,685 -1.50% 67,706,033 -5.60%

------------ ------------ ---------- ------ --------------- ------------ ------------ ---------- ------- ------------ -------
266,159 -646,059 912,218 -141.20% 763,965 31 Income (loss) from operations 858,319 533,727 324,592 60.80% 4,543,652 -429.40%

Non-operating revenue
21,246 5,531 15,715 284.10% 7,509 32 Interest income - general 203,904 60,432 143,472 237.40% 90,258 55.70%

125,315 109,854 15,461 14.10% 121,811 33 Other non-operating revenue 1,373,084 1,200,193 172,891 14.40% 1,261,196 8.10%
146,561 115,385 31,176 27.00% 129,320 34 Total non-operating revenue 1,576,987 1,260,625 316,362 25.10% 1,351,454 14.30%

------------ ------------ ---------- ------ --------------- ------------ ------------ ---------- ------- ------------ -------

412,720 -530,674 943,394 -177.80% 893,285 35 Excess of revenues over expenses 2,435,306 1,794,352 640,954 35.70% 5,895,106 -142.10%
============ ============ ============== =============== =========== =========== ================= =========== =======
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BARTLETT REGIONAL HOSPITAL
BALANCE SHEET
AS OF APRIL 2015

CHANGE FROM
APRIL 2015 MARCH 2015 4/1/2014 PRIOR YEAR

ASSETS

Current Assets:
1. Cash and cash equivalents $31,191,047 $30,834,006 $25,168,268 $6,022,779
2. Board designated cash $12,673,796 $12,897,631 $13,515,261 -$841,465
3. Patient accounts receivable, net $14,618,834 $15,070,633 $17,692,765 -$3,073,931
4. Other receivables $516,760 $391,217 $287,810 $228,950
5. Inventories $1,624,444 $1,599,487 $1,597,091 $27,353
6. Prepaid Expenses $698,133 $688,873 $863,892 -$165,759
7. Other assets $0 $0 $0 $0

--------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
8.    Total current assets $61,323,013 $61,481,847 $59,125,087 $2,197,926

--------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
Appropriated Cash:
9. CAMHU and other funds $5,327,673 $5,327,673 $5,327,673 $0

--------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
Property, plant & equipment
10. Land, bldgs & equipment $146,243,580 $146,110,399 $145,203,906 $1,039,674
11. Construction in progress $3,160,793 $2,890,428 $228,426 $2,932,367

--------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
12. Total property & equipment $149,404,372 $149,000,826 $145,432,331 $3,972,041
13. Less:  accumulated depreciation -$81,763,153 -$81,127,522 -$75,995,449 -$5,767,704

--------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
14. Net property and equipment $67,641,219 $67,873,304 $69,436,882 -$1,795,663

--------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------

15. Total assets $134,291,905 $134,682,824 $133,889,642 $402,262
============================================================
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BARTLETT REGIONAL HOSPITAL
BALANCE SHEET
AS OF APRIL 2015

CHANGE FROM
APRIL 2015 MARCH 2015 4/1/2014 PRIOR YEAR

LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCE

Current liabilities:
16. Payroll liabilities $1,975,428 $1,783,283 $866,812 $1,108,616
17. Accrued employee benefits $2,678,399 $2,601,025 $2,539,235 $139,164
18. Accounts payable and accrued expenses $1,752,118 $2,247,636 $1,630,251 $121,866
19. Due to 3rd party payors $1,471,357 $1,612,881 $3,371,335 -$1,899,978
20. Deferred revenue -$18,893 $498,225 $539,986 -$558,879
21. Interest payable $224,771 $149,178 $388,005 -$163,234
22. Note payable - current portion $745,000 $745,000 $725,000 $20,000
23. Other payables $871,850 $847,690 $738,897 $132,953

--------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
24.    Total current liabilities $9,700,031 $10,484,919 $10,799,522 -$1,099,491

Long-term Liabilities:
25. Bonds payable $21,350,000 $21,350,000 $22,095,000 -$745,000
26. Bonds payable - premium/discount $2,289,119 $2,307,870 $2,485,971 -$196,852

--------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
27.    Total long-term liabilities $23,639,119 $23,657,870 $24,580,971 -$941,852

--------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------

28.    Total liabilities $33,339,150 $34,142,789 $35,380,493 -$2,041,343

29. Fund Balance $100,952,755 $100,540,035 $98,509,149 $2,443,606
--------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------

30. Total liabilities and fund balance $134,291,905 $134,682,824 $133,889,642 $402,262
============================================================
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Actual Prior Year Budget Actual Prior Year Budget

Inpatient:Patient Days

Patient Days - Med/Surg 362 226 300 3,495 2,816 3,075

Patient Days - Critical Care Unit 43 44 55 713 561 580

Avg. Daily Census - Acute 13.5 9.0 11.8 13.8 11.1 12.0

Patient Days - Obstetrics 59 73 75 783 783 860

Patient Days - Nursery 57 66 60 648 664 635

Births 25 31 31 295 311 314

Patient Days - Mental Health Unit 234 153 151 2,618 2,135 2,133

Avg. Daily Census - MHU 7.8 5.1 5.0 8.6 7.0 7.0

Total Patient Days 755 562 641 8,257 6,959 7,283

Inpatient: Admissions (Note 1)

Med/Surg 76 58 86 702 654 880

Critical Care Unit 26 26 14 324 310 144

Obstetrics 24 33 30 303 328 340

Nursery 26 32 28 304 315 295

Mental Health Unit 20 31 22 295 308 309

Total Admissions 172 180 179 1,928 1,915 1,967

Surgery:

Inpatient Surgery Cases 23 41 55 329 518 490

Same Day Surgery Cases 223 227 200 2,129 2,051 1,965

Total Surgery Cases 246 268 255 2,458 2,569 2,455

Total Surgery Minutes 18,525 18,453 17,500 173,196 172,708 176,920

Outpatient:

Total Outpatient Visits (Hospital)

Emergency Department Visits 1,197 1,143 1,150 12,532 11,741 11,631

Cardiac Rehab Visits 18 67 44 334 376 363

Lab Tests 7,221 7,195 7,754 75,798 75,015 79,189

Radiology Procedures 2,154 2,057 2,166 21,184 20,804 21,405

Sleep Studies 20 17 18 184 172 173

Rain Forest Recovery:

Patient Days - RRC 221 323 330 3,917 3,896 4,030

Avg. Daily Census - RRC 7 11 11 13 13 13

Outpatient visits 305 321 N/A 3,032 3,241 N/A

Physician Clinics:

Specialty Clinic Visits 826              721               992             8,196            5,417              9,920          

Other Operating Indicators:

Dietary Meals Served 19,106 17,631 20,072 187,327 187,246 155,078

Laundry Pounds (Per 100) 351 301 276 3,349 2,913 3,150

Financial Indicators:

Revenue Per Adjusted Patient Day 5,582 6,827 5,143 5,735 5,871 5,140

Contractual Allowance % 31.00% 18.47% 29.20% 29.60% 24.90% 29.30%

Bad Debt & Charity Care % 3.50% 5.21% 8.90% 8.70% 8.60% 8.90%

Wages as a % of Net Revenue 42.40% 36.46% 44.10% 43.60% 40.70% 43.60%

Staff Hours Per Adjusted Patient Day 39.38 52.17            48.78 39.49 45.34              45.45

Overtime/Premium % of Productive 3.06% 2.00% 3.50% 5.03% 2.50% 4.00%

Days Cash on Hand 201 183 149 201 183 149

Days in Net Receivables 62 91 55 62 91 55

Bartlett Regional Hospital

Dashboard Report for April 15

Facility Utilization:

CURRENT MONTH YEAR TO DATE
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Credentials Committee 
Hospital Privileges for Board of Directors Consideration 

Tuesday, May 26, 2015 5:15 p.m. – Robert F. Valliant Center Boardroom 
 
INITIAL APPOINTMENT:  
Name      Category     Privileges In 
1. Carrington Sedwick, PAS  AHP Emergency Medicine as a Mid-

Level 
 
Carrington Sedwick graduated from Pacific University School of Physician Assistant Studies in 
2003.  Mr. Sedwick is a board certified physician assistant for Providence – St. Peter Hospital in 
Olympia, WA. 
 
 
REAPPOINTMENTS :  
Name      Category     Privileges In 
1. Steven T. Parker, MD Locum Tenens Anesthesia 

 
Dr. Steven T. Parker graduated from the Oregon Health Sciences University School of Medicine in 
1980.  Dr. Parker is a board certified anesthesiologist for Anesthesia Associates of Southeast 
Alaska. 
 
2. Allan G. Schlicht, MD Associate  Outpatient Laboratory, Radiology, 

and EKG 
 
Dr. Allan G. Schlicht graduated from the University of Bologna - Italy in 1978.  Dr. Schlicht is a 
board certified general surgeon and is in private practice in Juneau. 
 
3. Robert D. Schults, MD  Locum Tenens Psychiatry, Child/Adolescent 

Psychiatry, Chemical Dependency 
Detoxification 

 
Dr. Robert D. Schults graduated from the University of Pittsburgh in 1981.  Dr. Schults is a board 
certified psychiatrist who provides locum tenens services.  
 

4. Charles J. Schultz, MD  Active  Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery, 
Appearance Enhancement and 
Improvement, Harvesting Hand 
and Soft Tissue Grafting 

 
Dr. Charles J. Schultz graduated from the University of Colorado School of Dentistry in 1993.  Dr. 
Schultz is an oral and maxillofacial surgeon for Southeast Dental Group. 
 
5. Marna L. Schwartz, MD Associate  Pediatrics, Pediatric Newborns 
 
Dr. Marna L. Schwartz graduated from the Harvard Medical School in 2000.  Dr. Schwartz is a 
board certified pediatrician who is currently working for the State of Alaska. 
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6. Ann B. Standerwick, MD Active  Internal Medicine and Exercise 
Stress Treadmill 

 
Dr. Anne B. Standerwick graduated from the University of Texas Southwestern Medical at Dallas 
in 1994.  Dr. Standerwick is a board certified internal medicine physician for Southeast Medical 
Clinic. 
 
 
LOCUM TENENS:      
1. Kevin Del Duca, MD Locum Tenens Emergency Medicine 

 
Dr. Kevin D. Del Duca graduated from the Pennsylvania State University College of Medicine in 
1990.  Dr. Del Duca is a board certified emergency medicine physician who works at Mat-Sue 
Regional Medical Center 

 
2. Peter Iversen, MD  Locum Tenens.com  Psychiatry, Child/Adolescent 

Psychiatry, and Chemical 
Dependency Detox 

 
Dr. Peter C. Iversen graduated from the Wright State University in 2001.  Dr. Iversen is a board 
certified psychiatrist for LocumTenens.com.  
 
 
MEDICAL RESIDENT:        
1. Vanessa Herring, DO – (Central Washington Family Medicine; Family Medicine w/OB) 
2. Stephanie Jamison, MD – (University of California – Davis; Family Medicine w/OB) 
3. Timothy Lee, MD – (University of Cincinnati Medicine Pediatric Residency Program; Family 

Medicine w/OB and Pediatric) 
  
 

CHANGE OF STATUS:             
1. Steve Greer, MD – (Courtesy to Locum Tenens) 
2. Mark Tuccillo, DO – (Courtesy to Locum Tenens) 

 
 

TELERADIOLOGY:      
1. Michael Bloss, MD - (Consulting – Vrad; Teleradiology) 
 
 
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT STUDENT:   
1 Chelsea Vaughn, PAS – (Chatham University PA Program; Evaluate and Treat Patients, 

Write History and Physicians/Progress Notes, Observe Obstetrical and Surgical Procedures 
Under the Supervision of the Sponsoring Physician)  

 
 

REQUEST TO WITHDRAW:  
1. Alberta Laktonen, MD – (Locum Tenens; Family Practice Physicians; Family Medicine) 
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EXPANDED/ADDITIONAL PRIVILEGES: 
1. Steve Greer, MD – (Vaginal Births)  
 
 

Y:\Medical Staff\BOD\2015\2015 05 26 BOD Summary.doc 
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June 2015 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

 1 
 

12:00 Executive 
Committee                   BR 

2 
 

5:15 Special Board meeting  
                                         BR 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 
 

7:00 a.m. Credentialing 
Committee                      BR 

10 
 

15:00 Hospital Quality 
Committee                       BR 

11 
 

12:00 Planning 
Committee                   BR 

12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 
 

5:15 Finance Committee  
                                    BR 

19 20 

21 22 23 
 

5:15 Board of Directors  BR 

24 25 26 27 

28 29 30 
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